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Abstract
The availability of different configurations of integrated amorphous-silicon (a-Si) and scientillator based flat panel X-ray detector units has
made it possible to design and develop experimental direct 3D computed tomography imaging systems as customized solutions in addition
to the digital radiography features of such devices. Whereas the hardware and software support available with a typical commercially-available
detector system may be sufficient for discrete digital radiography experiments under different operating conditions, adapting such a device
for direct 3D tomography imaging may require specialised skills in terms of hardware and software programming. A high-resolution flat panel
detector (FPD) offers wide dynamic range and direct availability of sampled data in 12-to 14-bit resolution. A single uncompressed frame of
such data matrix may be quite large. The basic software support may be sufficient to handle such data in uncorrelated radiographic sequence.
However a computed tomography imaging procedure for NDT applications may require additional hardware and software support. The problem
of integrating hardware for customized scanning geometries, data acquisition sub-systems and automation controls poses a challenge for a
simplified solution.
An experimental digital radiography and computed tomography imaging setup has been developed in our laboratory which makes use of an
aSi-GOS based FPD having a resolution of 127 mm, a constant potential 420 kV X-ray generating system and a mechanical manipulator.
In 3D tomography mode, the image reconstruction requires a series of 2D projection data matrix derived from a set of consecutive digital
radiographs acquired across a test specimen over 360 degrees of precise angular rotation. The hundreds of angular projections require a
synchronized movement and automated control over the scanning mechanism and data acquisition. The paper describes the development of
hardware and software programming strategy for effective control on these parameters in a simplified configuration in achieving the objectives
out of the available sub-systems.

user needs. A typical DIR and ICT system may be very
compact and modular for low-energy applications. However,
dedicated DIR/ICT systems designed and developed for
specific requirements or technology familiarization and
training purposes and making use of mid to high-energy
X-rays may be a fixed installation.

2. System Description

At present, both analog and digital imaging systems like
tube-type fluoroscopy devices, solid-state linear detector
arrays (LDA) and flat panel detectors (FPD) are in use. These
devices can be adapted to suit a variety of imaging
requirement like DIR operating in online and/or real-time mode
and the computed tomography (ICT) imaging for non-medical
applications. In our laboratory, a dedicated imaging system
has been developed which makes use of a 420 kV max.
(variable energy) X-ray generating device, a high-resolution
(127mm2) amorphous-silicon flat panel detector array and a
multi-axis mechanical manipulator system. The system can
operate in specified DIR geometry and volume tomography
mode within its specified technical limitations. The cone beam
tomography makes use of standard reconstruction and image
processing routines for 3D data processing and management.

1. Introduction

Digital Industrial Radiography (DIR) and Industrial
Computed Tomography (ICT) are gaining ever-increasing
acceptance as a supplementary NDT/NDE tool despite the
inherent benefits of the conventional radiography testing
(RT) techniques. This is partially due to low throughput,
higher demand on radiation exposure and associated
difficulties in maintaining archives of exposed films. There is
an environmental concern also associated with the large
chemical disposables. The process of nondestructive testing
(NDT) or examination (NDE) by radiographic techniques
determines the existence of flaws, discontinuities,
imperfections in materials, components or assemblies without
impairing the integrity or function of the inspected
component [1-2]. DIR provides long felt suitable alternative,
which provides excellent image quality, archival, and
manageability of huge data. ICT provides the image details
like defect sizing, location, 2D and 3D imaging, which are
very vital but not provided by conventional radiography
techniques. Some of the advanced countries have already
begun to introduce regular DIR and ICT facilities in their
NDT laboratories. However, the consistent technological
transition requires familiarity in the advanced subjects and
also an inclination to adapt the technology to the specific
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It can be seen that when the system is to be used for
acquisition of large number of projection data for direct 3D
tomographic reconstruction, the FPD is exposed to intense
X-ray radiation continuously during the scanning sequence.
The scanning sequence involves mechanical motion of rotary
systems meant for object mounting. It has been observed
that the actual exposure duration is only about 10% of the
total time taken by a typical scanning sequence. Due to
operational difficulties, the X-ray device cannot be switched
on and off rapidly. The other way to restrict exposure to the
FPD in such operating cycle is to use a fast-response beam
shutter, which operates automatically and in unison with the
motion and data acquisition system.

Figure 1 shows the schematic of the imaging facility
while Fig. 2 shows the actual set-up inside a shielded
enclosure incorporating 2D FPD, the six –axis manipulator
and the 420 kV X-ray tube head. Figure 3 shows a motorized
lead shutter assembly designed and developed in the
laboratory mounted on the X-ray head on top of a beam
collimator.

3. Operational Strategy

The most active and important sub-system is the high-
resolution flat panel 2D array detector, which acquires the

radiographic projection at the specified voltage and current
of the X-ray equipment. In the DIR mode, the system behaves
in a static way and it acquires the high-resolution digital
projection of the specimen in the given orientation. Table 1
shows some of the characteristics of the FPD. The general
characteristics of a similar FPD imager like detection

Fig. 1 : Schematic diagram showing functional blocks of the DIR
and ICT facility

Fig. 2 : Actual set-up inside the shielded enclosure incorporating
2D FPD, the six –axis manipulator and the 420 kV X-
ray tube head

Fig. 3 : Motorized lead shutter assembly mounted on the X-ray
head on top of a beam collimator

 Table 1 : Important FPD characteristics

Type Amorphous-silicon active matrix

X-ray converter / Scientillator GOS (Gd2O2S:Tb)

Active matrix size (mm) 292.6 x 406.4

Pixel range 2240 x 3200

Bits per pixel 14

File format 16 bit TIFF

Average single frame file size 12 MB

High resolution acquisition yes

Control and data acquisition Programmable library
functions

Programming compatibility VB.NET, C++

Fig. 4 : Block Diagram showing the functional details of the
FPD imaging sequencer
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The ICT system has been operated using this interface
at various X-ray energies and the multiple projections
acquired were processed to reconstruct tomographic images.
Due to space restrictions, typical results are not discussed
in this paper, which were published earlier10. However, some
typical imaging results (both DIR & ICT) and other technical
details as well as constraints will be discussed during
presentation of the paper.

Conclusions

The work was primarily aimed at technology and know-
how development for applications in advanced NDT for
nuclear and other sectors as well as technology familiarization
and training programme. The initial data generated for test
scans and the reconstructed volume data using an FPD are
being analyzed and it is observed that the reconstructions
show certain noise and artifacts. The optimization of various
parameters like exposure time, projection resolution, angular
views, pre-processing of projection data and overall scanning
geometry are in progress.
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Fig. 5 : Graphical User Interface of the FPD Imaging Sequencer for ICT applications

performance, dynamic range, linearity, contrast ratio and
Modulation Transfer Function up to 450 kV have been
discussed in a paper by Bernard Munier et al. [3]. The
detector is linear over a wider dynamic range than film and
this feature is particularly important for quantitative
measurements and X-ray Computed Tomography.

In direct volume tomography imaging mode, the detector
is exposed to X-rays continuously for extended period of
time as a large number of 2D projections are required at small
angular increments over 3600 of specimen rotation. A typical
single frame time including data correction is around 2.5-3
seconds. Total data acquisition time per frame including
angular stepping of the mechanical system is expected to be
around 18-20 seconds. It is estimated that the total scanning
time for 100 projections is around 30 minutes whereas if 400
projections are acquired, the scanning time may well go upto
180 minutes. Our earlier experience [4-6] on working with a
linear array detector based 2D experimental ICT system
helped us in devising and developing a software which
helped us in partially automating the mechanical control and
voluminous data acquisition process. Other references7-9 may
provide some more information. Figure 4 shows the block
diagram of the functional details of the FPD imaging
sequencer. Figure 5 shows the Graphical User Interface (GUI)
of the FPD Imaging Sequencer for ICT applications. The
software has been developed in VB.net and makes use of the
core FPD library provided by the manufacturer in addition to
some functions of the IDL computing platform for integrated
formatting and display of the acquired frame.
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